Abstract. Standard facts about separating linear functionals will be used to determine how two cones C and D and their duals C* and D* may overlap. When T: V -+ W is linear and K C V and DeW are cones, these results will be applied to C = T(K) and D, giving a unified treatment of several theorems of the alternate which explain when C contains an interior point of D. The case when V = W is the space H of n x n Hermitian matrices, D is the n x n positive semidefinite matrices, and T(X) = AX + X* A yields new and known results about the existence of block diagonal X's satisfying the Lyapunov condition: T(X) is an interior point of D. For the same V , Wand D, T(X) = X -B* XB will be studied for certain cones K of entry-wise nonnegative X's .
INTRODUCTION
This article has two main objectives. One is to show that a variety of equivalences and theorems stating alternatives may be viewed as corollaries of a general theorem describing how cones and their duals may overlap in abstract, and topological, real vector spaces. The other is to illustrate the scope of this point of view by deriving new results. From a wealth of possibile new results we have selected examples of, or very close to, traditional interests, e.g. characterizing the n x n complex matrices A (resp. C) such that the Lyapunov (resp. Stein) condition "LA (X) = AX + XA* This research was supported by a joint grant No. 90-00434 from the United States-Israel Binational Science Foundation. Jerusalem, Israel. 1 The research of this author was supported in part by NSF grants DMS-9123318, DMS-8901445, and EMS-878971.
(resp. Sc(X) = x -C* XC) is positive definite" has a Hermitian solution X which lies in a cone of block diagonal matrices or of entry-wise nonnegative matrices or both. Our results include new theorems "of the alternative" and new equivalences.
(P ¢:} Q) may always be stated as the alternative: P or notQ, but not both.) Here is some background on the results relating to LA. A complex square matrix A is said to be (positive) stable if its spectrum lies in the open right half-plane. Lyapunov, while studying the asymptotic stability of solutions of differential systems, proved a theorem in 1892 which, restated for matrices, asserts that A is stable if and only if there exists a positive definite Hermitian matrix G such that the matrix AG + G A * is positive definite.
Lyapunov's theorem has motivated the study of positive definite Hermitian matrices G such that AG + GA* is positive definite. Such matrices G are called stability factors for A. Stability factors have been studied by Carlson and Schneider [8] , by Hershkowitz and Schneider [12] , and by others. An interesting special case, which plays an important role in various applications, is the case of matrices A, so called Lyapunov diagonally stable matrices, for which there exist diagonal stability factors. Unlike stability, Lyapunov diagonal stability is not merely a spectral property, and in general it is hard to characterize. Recently, Carlson, Hershkowitz and Shasha [7] unified the study of stability and Lyapunov diagonal stability, by characterizing those matrices for which there exist stability factors with given block diagonal structure.
Another related topic is the research on matrices A for which there exists a (not necessarily positive definite) Hermitian matrix G such that the matrix AG + GA* is positive definite. We call such matrices A Lyapunov regular, and we call the corresponding matrix G a regularity factor for A. Ostrowski and Schneider showed [16] that a matrix is Lyapunov regular if and only if it has no purely imaginary eigenvalue. Some studies of matrix stability use theorems of the alternative for cones, e.g. [1 J and [7J. Our paper develops and applies theorems of the alternative to obtain characterizations of classes of matrices which have stability factors or regularity factors with given block structure.
Section 2 is devoted to general results, valid for real vector spaces and linear maps or real topological vector spaces and continuous linear maps. It begins discussing how two convex sets C and D and their duals may be situated in space and then specializes to the case where C and D are cones and then further to the case where C is the range or kernel of a linear transformation. Our use of separation theorems connects our results to ones in [17J. We generalize here a result in [2] and a theorem of the alternative in [9] .
The rest of the paper (Lemma 5.6 being a noteworthy exception) mainly specializes and applies the results of Section 2 to obtain the results about the LA and Se mentioned above. Some information about the positive semidefinite members of Ker(LA) ( 
(cf. page 14 of [13] ) [however we define So to be the topological interior of S, if V has a topology]; 
Our first result Theorem 2.1 is pivotal. Our other results are mostly corollaries of it or lemmas aimed at proving or explaining its corollaries. We state it quite generally. (i) C n DO f. 0.
(ii) -C* n D* = {OJ and DO f. 0.
Were f nonzero at w, the line through w and [13] there is a 0 -I-
such that sup l(C) ::::; inf l(D). Since 0 E C n D, both numbers are zero. So
Remark.
In the case of certain spaces Theorem (2.1) can also be derived from a lemma due to Dubovickii and Miljutin [9] , see also page 37 of [11] or page 411 of [20] . In finite dimensional Euclidean space our result is close to Theorem 11.3 on page 97 of [17] .
Since 5* is convex when 5 is any subset of a real vector space, Theorem 1 yields: (2.2) Corollary. When C and D are subsets of V, a real {topological] vector space, the following are equivalent.
The natural imbedding i: V --+ V" permits us to compare 5** with 5 (or, more precisely, i (5)). [13] there is an 1 E V' such that
Since 0 E cone(5) , the infimum is O. Hence 1 E 5* and so i(x) is not in 5**, i.e. x is not in L . The equivalence of (i) and (iii) maybe stated as a theorem of the alternative "either (i) holds or (iii) fails but not both." In other words: (2.8) Theorem. Given the hypotheses of Theorem 2.7 one, but not both, of the following holds
Theorem 2.8 yields many well known theorems of the alternative. For example Theorem 2.10 in [9] is obtained by putting V = ~n, and W = ~m , letting T be an m x n matrix, and using the nonnegative orthant as a cone.
The well known equation (KerT).l = (RangeT*)-which is valid for bounded linear operators on a Hilbert space, takes the (perhaps less well known) form (KerT).l = The following are equivalent.
T*(W') (or (KerT)* = (T*(W'))-) when T: V -+
(ii) (T*(W'))-n D* = {O} and DO =10.
NOTATIONS, SPECIAL CONES AND THEIR DUALS
We shall need some additional notations: Let a = {al, ... , a p } denote a partition of (n) = {I, ... , n} and let A = (aij) be an n x n matrix. We say that A is a-diagonal if aij = 0 whenever i and j lie in different ak 's. Such an A is permutation similar to a block diagonal matrix. Aij will denote the submatrix of A consisting ofthe a T S with r E ai and s E aj . Let H(a) denote the a-diagonal members of H, the real vector space of n x n complex Hermitian matrices endowed with the inner product (X, Y) = trace(Y* X). Let E(i, j) denote the n x n matrix with a 1 in the ij-th place and zeroes everywhere else. Set F(r, s) = E(r, s) 
E(r, s) + E(s, r) when r < s, and iE(s , r) -iE(r, s) when r > s. Then the F(r, s) form an orthogonal basis for H .

P(a) * = (H(a) n PSD)* = (H(a).l + PSD)-= (H(a).l + P(a))-= H(a) .l + pea).
Proof. To prove the first and second sentences let each Hi be one of the 1-dimensional subspaces Span{F(r,s)}. Then C i is either {O}F(r,s), (O , oo)F(r,s), or (-oo,oo)F(r,s).
Apply the lemma. The third sentence relies on: (CnD)* = (C*+D*)-whenever C and D are closed cones (cf. page 376 of [3] ) and PSD* =PSD.
To justify the last equality select anything in the closure and decompose it into a sum of a term M in H(a) and a term in H(a)J. . Note that then ME PSD-= PSD. 0 
lie in orthogonally complementary subspaces they must both converge, say to A and F, respectively. Since B(k) is positive semidefinite and Cii ~ 0, we have Let a be a partition of (n) = {I, ... ,n} into p nonempty sets and let A be an n x n complex matrix. Then A is Lyapunov a-regular if LA(G) is positive definite for some G E H(a). A Lyapunov a-regular A is called Lyapunov regular when p = 1 (then G need not have any zero entries) and Lyapunov diagonally regular when p = n (then G must be diagonal).
A characterization of the Lyapunov a-regular matrices A can be obtained from (i) {:} (ii) in Theorem 2.7 by setting V = W = H, C = H(a), D = PSD, and T = LA . Then C* is described in Corollary 3.2 .
(4.2) Theorem. Let A be a complex n x n matrix and a a partition of (n) into p nonempty sets. The following are equivalent.
An equivalent statement of alternative nature is the following. ..
Thus C is skew HermItian, so r = g(C ;ilR), which is at most 9 because E = O. That is rank(K) = r ~ g. Proof. The proof of Theorem (4.8) may be imitated here, or one may use the equivalence described in [19] 
